
Clarification. The Xa space
with a universal covering space

leg, coun'd love simply cound),xxX any base point. There is
a bijection 1915-x1 quering/covering

=Sub(F,(x,x0)conjugay
q <conjclass of-sub(GLIHIHE" 94π,(E, e) for q(e) =x.

xX H(k=G
x

Note For a version without conjugacy classes, keep track of
based covering spaces g:(7,2)

-> (x,x.) and covering isos

preserving
basepoints.

Galois? L/h finite Galois exter offields then

SE(h2ECL) =Sub(Gal(h/b)) (similar, logically
independent



IfFixa universal cover qiE -> X and so itwith g(00) =x..

Then i. (4,x) = Auta (E) 1

Given Hi,(X, x0) at
(V) yvie +xe.. FEAutq(E)-

denote the lisomorphic)
unique covering

auto

satisfying holes) = 0.0 image ofH in Auta (E).

Have * G-F. =E/F
WIS is a covering map.

↓& In exists, itsby q(e.() =q(e)
and property g(00)/2cH

For U =Xopenevenly covered, letto be a componentof"U.



suffices to show 10 homes. Have a"to open
a closed in

q"H => QI is a union ofcomponents in girl.
For to a component of Q"Woo, here 4.;nUp<(v/z

u

so Qinjective on U.

909:9for YET => G1YU0) =QUs for YEA.

Since O is sur and Q 'No
=8 Ys, learn that Qly is saj
Y(π

Thus alu is an open big => Glu,:U. = 5. .

Hence / i =(Qla)o("(u) is a home as well.



Now check goi, (E,i0) =H for some e.(Ec.5.q(0) =x..
Take es

=G100). Then 305, (E,e) =

isotropy ofto

under ESH, (X,X0). For SV]CF.(X, 50)

i. (r) =G(e). 15] j0(0 (0])
=G( Yr(s)).

1/

Q(e.). (r]. Q:qx
-q-xo

i. (x,x01 - equivariant

Thus ir] is inotropy.ff Q(fu(0.1) :Qleo
↓1G

-
iff YytFt Q:E-E/N

G8A8 A/H7 if UH. F1 =Yr IV =H3G(ga) =G(a) gtH



This shows Scorers' -> con classes) is subjective.

By corning Isomorphism Criterism (1.40) injective as well.

conjaction - so subgps
For
easy access tosub(G)

uptoconjugacy

see the Group Namel database.

⑧ etc.

A con;//subgps
different conj classesof=subgps



AEk(π,(X,x)Sabl(n)
↳ Univ cover

=(d>1/d/n)
E =

E/413 Cp:Sub(<pr) p prime
↓ I: 117

E/I (0x....(n)
↓

E/k

↓! = E/Autq(E)



·E. Coverings of 7:

For (ab) <GLaCR) 1 Z2*3, consider
Ai

1R'11, 12

"* -":! ↓
-2 -

2

1 -> 11
q

(z,2) H+ (z"wb, zwd)

Ifber(q) <T is discrete, then 1 is a covering map
A"*yGA"(m)1sm,n)+42 &borg =

1,A"22<T

I o torsion sabgp gonid by selts
(z,v)4(1,1) => her

a
finite => her a discrete.



Pop Every cover ofit is isomorphic to racisely one oftheI
following:(a) universal covering it

(b) giS( x1R+T2
(z,y)H- (zax(y)",z-s(y)

-

a)

for (a,b) eN ** with b>0 if a :O

(qiy" -p4
C 9b ( (z,w)h+(z9w6,w()

witha
IFix p=(1,1) <T" as basepoint. Have n. (Hp)

=Sp,2/pU=8p)
=2.

O



Fastsubgos ofarm one of the following:
ranko - (i) trivial

ranka - (ii) infinite cyclic guid by (a,b) with aSO, and be ifa to
rank 2 - (iii) ((a,0), (b,c)) with a> b>0,230.

We check that#2 free Abelian ofrank 2 has type (ii)
Have Hr(2xS03) #0b/c j(min) - n(i,j) =(jm -ni,0)eHn(2x0)
Ht.:
" ↑

The ((a,0)) =H. w/a>0.
basis for H

May "extend basis"to(a,0), 1b, a) satisfying (iii).

Given I such bases, 5MtGln4s.t.(96) M =()



so M
upper Air with det 1.
- M =id

algebra
so unique such basis!

Finally, chuck that induced subgps match. E.g. for col

2430,8rpbgc



(i)
1 (3,2)
-

(jb)
↓

!- - --

--i

a fan

⑦-
3 for clarity
separate pictures

C E
trufoil!



A =(94) = A" =(a Ee so A"x1(0,,5

looks like:0swas

A =(i)

A
"
=(t-( ( 10.5

L
E.g. less spaces

ellipse

S
=((z,,5) + 42(z,z +zzz=1).

Fix 1smarel prime integers.



2/8S3 by ShJ.2E,,En) =(e2xib/nz, eZxikm/
/

cyc
1:2
#s -53/(2/n) ==L(n,m)

order n
corn

n

compact 3-mfld

i. 2)(n,m)) =2/n since H,S3 =1

sub(X(n) =( - x(nz =4((vz/r(n)
m

Abelian

So (In, m) has one iso class ofcover for each divisor ofn.

000 covers ofsins
-I1


